[Intraobserver reproducibility study of parameters for measurement of position and height of ciliary process by ultrasound biomicroscopy].
To search for suitable measurement parameters for the study of the position and height of cilliary process by ultrasound biomicroscopy (UBM), to test the intraobserver measurement reproducibility of the new parameters we designed as well as the old ones. Five parameters: TCPD, A angle, B angle, theta 4 angle and T value, are measured in 21 pieces of UBM image by one observer on five separate occasions. The intraobserver reproducibility is assessed by calculating the coefficient of variation (CV) and the difference among the parameters is tested by grouped T-test. Among 21 images, parameter A angle and T value have no image with CV > 10%, TCPD and B angle have 2 respectively and theta 4 angle has 5. As to average variation level, A angle is lower than TCPD, theta 4 angle is higher than TCPD, both differences of which are significant, and B angle and TCPD are about the same level, the difference between them is not significant. Among all the parameters reflecting the position of ciliary process in UBM image, A angle has the best intraobserver reliability, TCPD and B angle are less reliable, theta 4 angle has the worst reliability. The parameter reflecting the height of ciliary process, T value has very good intraobserver reliability.